
  

 

Vanilla >100kozpa producer in PNG with new mine-builder CEO 

Geopacific’s Woodlark project is a vanilla open pit CIL in Papua New Guinea, 

with new CEO Tim Richards former GM of neighbour Simberi. The 1.04Moz 

reserve supports ~100koz pa through a 2.4Mtpa CIL. A revalidated DFS under 

Tim’s leadership is scheduled this quarter, allowing finalisation of an agreed 

US$100m debt package. The DFS budgeted ~US$775/oz AISC as the 4:1 strip 

offsets the 1.1g/t grade for nine year mining and 14 year processing. 

Project robust with conservative inputs, RAP speeds exploration 

We prudently add ~14% to the DFS capex, increasing DFS mining costs by 40% 

and processing costs by 45% for a SCPe stressed case. We compare our DFS 

and stress case costs to St Barbara’s Simberi mine, with stress-case AISC 

<US$1,000/oz. Our point here is that one can ‘kitchen sink’ input assumptions 

and still see good upside. The silver lining of a village relocation, underway now, 

is that village sat between proposed pits. As access opens up first-ever drilling 

in a previously inaccessible area should drive reserve extensions.  

Management team ideal for the opportunity 

A key step-change is appointment of Tim Richards as CEO, adding operational 

strength to the PNG and governance background of Chairman Ian Clyne. Tim is 

a mining engineer with six-years as GM at neighbouring Simberi (acquired by 

St Barbara from Allied Gold), and emerging market experience, extending to 

prior roles as GM of the Amulsar mine build in Armenia and mine manager for 

Kinross at Tasiast. This adds to skills from Chairman Ian Clyne, prior CEO of 

the Bank of South Pacific Group. Further bench strength comes from NED Ian 

Murray, with a strong network as MD of Gold Road and DRD prior to that.  

Recent debt package leaves project on cusp of build start 

In October, a period of exclusivity was entered into with Sprott for a US$100m 

facility, comprising US$85m of project finance and a US$15m callable stream. 

Senior debt is at LIBOR +6.25-7.25% with price participation over 100koz 

(7.5koz pq), paying the delta between US$1,475/oz and spot. The US$15m 

callable gold stream is paid in exchange for 70% payment on 3.4% of production 

to 30koz and 1.7% on remaining. Key CPs for drawdown are equity, permits, 

and construction contracts after detailed technical due diligence is completed. 

Maintain BUY rating and A$1.95/sh PT 

Our Woodlark DCF is net of finance and G&A, modelling the debt and stream 

as published. While FD share count is difficult to forecast ahead of upcoming 

catalysts, we use 279m FD post an A$70m equity raise. Our PT is based on 

1xNAV5%-1850, not to show the value today but a potential ‘exit value’ approaching 

production. Based on our 4Q21 A$537m NAV we maintain our BUY rating and 

A$1.95/sh PT. While the trajectory between now and first pour may twist and 

turn, most scenarios see a 1xNAV of >A$2/sh once in production, which 

underpins our investment thesis, and strong positive view on the name. 

Geopacific Resources (GPR AU)  

100kozpa vanilla open pit in PNG with strong new team 
RECOMMENDATION: BUY   PRICE TARGET: A$1.95/sh   RISK RATING: HIGH 
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SHARE DATA

Shares (basic, FD, FF FD) 175 / 183 / 279

Share price (A$/sh)

52-week high/low A$0.715 / A$0.21

Market cap (A$m) 98

Net cash 3Q20 (A$m) 24

1.0xNAV5% @ US$1850/oz (A$m)* 568

1.0xNAV5% FD (A$/sh)* 3.11

Project P/NAV today (x, FD) 0.18x

Average daily value (A$000, 3M) 276

FINANCIALS CY22E CY23E CY24E

Gold sold (000oz) 51 115 106

Revenue (A$m) 126 285 261

AISC (US$/oz) 825 883 990

Income (A$m) 45.9 112.3 74.7

EPS (A$) 0.16 0.40 0.27

PER (x) 3.4x 1.4x 2.1x

CFPS (A$) -       0.51 0.36

P/CF (x) -       1.1x 1.6x

EBITDA (A$m) 76.8 171.8 141.4

EV/EBITDA (x) 3.0x 0.5x (0.1)

TIME VALUE: 1850/oz^ 4Q20 4Q21 4Q22

1xNAV5% FF FD (A$m) 439 537 581

1xNAV5% FF FD (A$/sh) 2.40 1.93 2.08

Source:Fidessa; *diluted for options only ^and mine build

C$0.56/sh
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Ticker: GPR AU Price / mkt cap: Project PNAV today: Asset: Woodlark Is.

Author: Brock Salier Rec / 1xNAV PT: 1xNAV1Q21  FF FD: Country:Papua New Guinea

Commodity price CY20E CY21E CY22E CY23E CY24E Resource / Reserve AuEq (koz) AuEq (g/t)

Gold price 1,819 1,870 1,861 1,853 1,850 Resource 1567koz 1.04g/t

SOTP project valuation* Reserve 1041koz 1.12g/t

A$m O/ship NAVx A$/sh Funding: uses Funding: sources

Ungeared proj. @ build start (1Q21) 524 100% 1.00x 2.87 DFS capex A$199m 3Q20 cash + pre-AU options A$30m

Cash (3Q20) 24.4 100% 1.00x 0.13 SCPe contingency A$17m Mine debt @ 60% gearing A$112m

Cash from options 3.6 100% 1.00x 0.02 SCPe G&A + fin. cost to first Au A$5m Callable gold stream A$20m

Exploration 250koz @ US$50/oz 16.4 100% 1.00x 0.09 SCPe working capital A$13mBuild equity @ 30% premium A$70m

Asset NAV5% US$1850/oz 568 3.11 Total uses A$233m Total proceeds A$231m

*Shares diluted for options but not mine build Market P/NAV5% 3Q20 0.18x *Cash from options expiring pre first pour Buffer: -A$2m

Asset value: 1xNPV project @ build start (A$m, ungeared)* Share data

Project NPV (A$m)* $1750oz $1850oz $1950oz $2050oz $2150oz Basic shares (m) 175.0 FD with build equity raise 278.7

8.0% discount 379 444 509 574 638 FD with options (m) 182.6

6.5% discount 412 482 551 620 689 Ratio analysis CY20E CY21E CY22E CY23E CY24E

5.0% discount 449 524 597 671 745 Average shares out (m) 145.8 265.7 278.7 278.7 278.7

Ungeared project IRR: 48% 53% 58% 63% 68% EPS (A$/sh) -        -        0.16 0.40 0.27

NPV5 (A$m)* $1750oz $1850oz $1950oz $2050oz $2150oz CFPS (A$/sh) -        -        -        0.51 0.36

Mining cost: A$2.51/t 536 610 683 757 831 EV (A$m) 57.8 146.3 227.6 86.5 (12.8)

Mining cost: A$3.00/t 493 567 641 714 788 FCF yield (%) -        -        -        90% 64% 

Mining cost: A$3.50/t 449 524 597 671 745 PER (x) -        -        3.4x 1.4x 2.1x

1xNAV5% (A$/sh) $1750oz $1850oz $1950oz $2050oz $2150oz P/CF (x) -        -        -        1.1x 1.6x

8.0% discount 2.32 2.68 3.03 3.39 3.74 EV/EBITDA (x) -        -        3.0x 0.5x (0.1)

6.5% discount 2.50 2.88 3.26 3.64 4.02 Income statement CY20E CY21E CY22E CY23E CY24E

5.0% discount 2.70 3.11 3.52 3.92 4.32 Net revenue (A$m) -        -        126.4 285.0 261.1

*Project level NPV, excl finance costs and central SGA, discounted to build start COGS (A$m) -        -        46.2 108.9 115.8

Group valuation over time^ 4Q20 4Q21 4Q22 4Q23 4Q24 Gross profit (A$m) -        -        80.2 176.1 145.4

Woodlark NPV (A$m) 516.0 624.1 787.0 633.4 513.5 D&A, attrib (A$m) -        -        13.3 29.3 25.8

G&A and finance costs (A$m) (121.5) (125.0) (121.4) (97.5) (67.2) Admin (A$m) 4.1 3.4 3.4 4.3 4.0

Net cash prior qtr (A$m) 24.4 18.3 (105.1) 40.4 148.8 Expensed exploration (A$m) 0.1 -        -        -        -        

Cash from options (A$m) 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.6 Finance cost (A$m) (0.1) (0.1) 17.6 30.2 27.9

Exploration 250koz @ US$50/oz 16.4 16.4 16.4 16.4 16.4 Taxes (A$m) -        -        -        -        12.9

NAV FF FD (A$m) 439 537 581 596 615 Net income (A$m) (4.0) (3.3) 45.9 112.3 74.7

Shares in issue (m) 182.6 278.7 278.7 278.7 278.7 Cash flow, attrib. CY20E CY21E CY22E CY23E CY24E

1xNAV5%/sh FF FD (A$/sh) 2.40 1.93 2.08 2.14 2.21 EBIT (A$m) (4.2) (3.4) 63.5 142.6 115.5

P/NAV 0.23       0.29       0.27       0.26       0.25       Add back D&A (A$m) -        -        13.3 29.3 25.8

Geared company NAV diluted for mine build, net G&A and finance costs Less tax + net interest  (A$m) (0.1) (0.1) 17.6 30.2 40.8

2Q22 1xNAV FF FD (A$/sh)^ $1750oz $1850oz $1950oz $2050oz $2150oz Net change in wkg cap (A$m) -        1.2 (28.0) 0.6 0.1

10.0% discount 1.58 1.79 2.00 2.21 2.42 Add back other non-cash (A$m) 0.3 1.0 1.0 0.3 -        

7.5% discount 1.69 1.92 2.15 2.38 2.61 Cash flow ops (A$m) (3.8) (1.1) 32.2 142.5 100.6

5.0% discount 1.83 2.08 2.33 2.58 2.83 PP&E - build + sust. (A$m) (10.4) (110.0) (106.2) (1.3) (1.3)

Geared project IRR: 37% 41% 45% 49% 52% PP&E - expl'n (A$m) -        -        -        -        -        

2Q22 1xNAV FF FD (A$/sh)^ $1750oz $1850oz $1950oz $2050oz $2150oz Cash flow inv. (A$m) (10.4) (110.0) (106.2) (1.3) (1.3)

Mining cost: A$2.51/t 2.18 2.43 2.68 2.93 3.18 Share issue (A$m) -        70.0 -        -        -        

Mining cost: A$3.00/t 2.01 2.26 2.51 2.76 3.01 Lease payments (A$m) -        -        -        -        -        

Mining cost: A$3.50/t 1.83 2.08 2.33 2.58 2.83 Debt draw (repay) (A$m) -        19.7 111.8 (8.4) (35.1)

^Project NPV incl grp SG&A & fin. cost, +net cash; *diluted for mine build equity Cash flow fin. (A$m) -      89.7 111.8 (8.4) (35.1)

Production Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Net change in cash (A$m) (14.2) (21.4) 37.9 132.8 64.2

Gold production (000oz) 112 108 104 103 94 EBITDA (A$m) (3.3) 76.8 172.1 141.9 127.7

C1 cost (US$/oz) 621 761 818 925 1,028 Balance sheet CY20E CY21E CY22E CY23E CY24E

AISC cost (US$/oz) 684 825 883 990 1,095 Cash (A$m) 23.8 2.5 45.6 183.4 247.5

AISC = C1 + ug sustaining capex, Y1 = 12M to Jun 2023 Acc rec., inv, prepaid (A$m) 2.1 1.0 29.6 28.9 28.8

PP&E + other (A$m) 52.5 162.5 255.4 227.4 202.9

Total assets (A$m) 78.4 166.0 330.6 439.7 479.3

Debt (A$m) -        -        117.1 113.7 78.6

Accounts payable (A$m) 9.7 9.8 10.4 10.3 10.3

Others (A$m) 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0

Total liabilities (A$m) 11.7 11.9 129.6 126.1 91.0

Sh'hlds equity + wrnts (A$m) 149.2 220.2 221.2 221.5 221.5

Retained earn'gs + rsvs (A$m) (82.5) (66.1) (20.2) 92.1 166.9

Liabilities + equity (A$m) 78.4 166.0 330.6 439.7 479.3

Source: SCP estimates  

BUY, A$1.95/sh
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DISCLOSURES & DISCLAIMERS 

This research report (as defined in IIROC Rule 3400) is issued and approved for distribution in Canada by Sprott Capital Partners LP (“SCP”), 

an investment dealer who is a member of the Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada (“IIROC”) and the Canadian Investor 

Protection Fund (“CIPF”). The general partner of SCP is Sprott Capital Partners GP Inc. and SCP is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Sprott Inc., 

which is a publicly listed company on the Toronto Stock Exchange under the symbol “SII”. Sprott Asset Management LP (“SAM”), a registered 

investment manager to the Sprott Funds and is an affiliate of SCP. This research report is provided to retail clients and institutional investors 

for information purposes only. The opinions expressed in this report are the opinions of the author and readers should not assume they 

reflect the opinions or recommendations of SCP’s research department. The information in this report is drawn from sources believed to be 

reliable but the accuracy or completeness of the information is not guaranteed, nor in providing it does SCP and/or affiliated companies or 

persons assume any responsibility or liability whatsoever. This report is not to be construed as an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to 

buy any securities. SCP accepts no liability whatsoever for any loss arising from any use or reliance on this research report or the information 

contained herein. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results, and no representation or warranty, expressed or implied, is made 

regarding future performance of any security mentioned in this research report. The price of the securities mentioned in this research report 

and the income they generate may fluctuate and/or be adversely affected by market factors or exchange rates, and investors may realize 

losses on investments in such securities, including the loss of investment principal. Furthermore, the securities discussed in this research 

report may not be liquid investments, may have a high level of volatility or may be subject to additional and special risks associated with 

securities and investments in emerging markets and/or foreign countries that may give rise to substantial risk and are not suitable for all 

investors. SCP may participate in an underwriting of, have a position in, or make a market in, the securities mentioned herein, including 

options, futures or other derivatives instruments thereon, and may, as a principal or agent, buy or sell such products.  

DISSEMINATION OF RESEARCH: SCP’s research is distributed electronically through email or available in hard copy upon request. Research 

is disseminated concurrently to a pre-determined list of clients provided by SCP’s Institutional Sales Representative and retail Investment 

Advisors. Should you wish to no longer receive electronic communications from us, please contact unsubscribe@sprott.com and indicate in 

the subject line your full name and/or corporate entity name and that you wish to unsubscribe from receiving research.  

RESEARCH ANALYST CERTIFICATION: Each Research Analyst and/or Associate who is involved in the preparation of this research report 

hereby certifies that:  

 The views and recommendations expressed herein accurately reflect his/her personal views about any and all of the securities 
or issuers that are the subject matter of this research report; 

 His/her compensation is not and will not be directly related to the specific recommendations or view expressed by the Research 
analyst in this research report; 

 They have not affected a trade in a security of any class of the issuer within the 30-day period prior to the publication of this 
research report; 

 They have not distributed or discussed this Research Report to/with the issuer, investment banking group or any other third party 
except for the sole purpose of verifying factual information; and  

 They are unaware of any other potential conflicts of interest. 

UK RESIDENTS: Sprott Partners UK Limited (“Sprott”) is an appointed representative of PillarFour Securities LLP which is authorized and 

regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. This document has been approved under section 21(1) of the FMSA 2000 by PillarFour 

Securities LLP (“PillarFour”) for communication only to eligible counterparties and professional clients as those terms are defined by the 

rules of the Financial Conduct Authority. Its contents are not directed at UK retail clients. PillarFour does not provide investment services to 

retail clients. PillarFour publishes this document as non-independent research which is a marketing communication under the Conduct of 

Business rules. It has not been prepared in accordance with the regulatory rules relating to independent research, nor is it subject to the 

prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research. It does not constitute a personal recommendation and does not 

constitute an offer or a solicitation to buy or sell any security. Sprott and PillarFour consider this note to be an acceptable minor non-

monetary benefit as defined by the FCA which may be received without charge. This is because the content is either considered to be 

commissioned by Sprott’s clients as part of their advisory services to them or is short term market commentary. Neither Sprott nor PillarFour 

nor any of its directors, officers, employees or agents shall have any liability, howsoever arising, for any error or incompleteness of fact or 

opinion in it or lack of care in its preparation or publication; provided that this shall not exclude liability to the extent that this is impermissible 

under the law relating to financial services. All statements and opinions are made as of the date on the face of this document and are not 

held out as applicable thereafter. This document is intended for distribution only in those jurisdictions where PillarFour is permitted to 

distribute its research. 

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES FOR U.S. PERSONS: This research report was prepared by Sprott Capital Partners LP (“SCP”), a company 

authorized to engage in securities activities in Canada. SCP is not a registered broker/dealer in the United States and, therefore, is not subject 

to U.S. rules regarding the preparation of research reports and the independence of research analysts. This research report is provided for 

distribution to “major U.S. institutional investors” in reliance on the exemption from registration provided by Rule 15a-6 of the U.S. Securities 

Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”). Any U.S. recipient of this research report wishing to effect any transaction to buy 

or sell securities or related financial instruments based on the information provided in this research report should do so only through Sprott 

Global Resource Investments Ltd. (“SGRIL”), a broker dealer in the United States registered with the Securities Exchange Commission (“SEC”), 

the Financial Industry Authority (“FINRA”), and a member of the Securities Investor Protection Corporation (“SIPC”). Under no circumstances 

should any recipient of this research report effect any transaction to buy or sell securities or related financial instruments through SCP. 

SGRIL accepts responsibility for the contents of this research report, subject to the terms set out below, to the extent that it is delivered to 

a U.S. person other than a major U.S. institutional investor. The analyst whose name appears in this research report is not licensed, 

registered, or qualified as a research analyst with FINRA and may not be an associated person of SGRIL and, therefore, may not be subject 

to applicable restrictions under FINRA Rule 2241 regarding communications by a research analyst with a subject company, public 

appearances by the research analyst, and trading securities held by a research analyst account. To make further inquiries related to this 

report, United States residents should contact their SGRIL representative. 
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ANALYST CERTIFICATION / REGULATION AC: The analyst and associate certify that the views expressed in this research report accurately 

reflect their personal views about the subject securities or issuers. In addition, the analyst and associate certify that no part of their 

compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views expressed in this research report. 

SPROTT CAPITAL PARTNERS EXPLANATION OF RECCOMENDATIONS: Should SCP issue research with recommendations, the research 

rating guidelines will be based on the following recommendations:  

BUY: The stocks total returns are expected to be materially better than the overall market with higher return expectations needed 

for more risky securities markets 

NEUTRAL: The stock’s total returns are expected to be in line with the overall market  

SELL: The stocks total returns are expected to be materially lower than the overall market  

TENDER: The analyst recommends tendering shares to a formal tender offering 

UNDER REVIEW: The stock will be placed under review when there is a significant material event with further information 

pending; and/or when the research analyst determines it is necessary to await adequate information that could potentially lead 

to a re-evaluation of the rating, target price or forecast; and/or when coverage of a particular security is transferred from one 

analyst to another to give the new analyst time to reconfirm the rating, target price or forecast.  

NOT RATED ((N/R): The stock is not currently rated  

 

Research Disclosure Response 

1 SCP and its affiliates collectively beneficially owns 1% or more of any class of the issuer's equity securities5 NO 

2 The analyst or any associate of the analyst responsible for the report or recommendation or any individual directly involved 

in the preparation of the report holds or is short any of the issuer's securities directly or through derivatives  

NO 

3 An SCP partner, director, officer or analyst involved in the preparation of a report on the issuer, has during the preceding 

12 months provided services to the issuer for remuneration other than normal course investment advisory or trading 

execution services  

NO 

4 SCP has provided investment banking services for the issuer during the 12 months preceding the date of issuance of the 

research report or recommendation 

NO 

5 Name of any director, officer, employee or agent of SCP who is an officer, director or employee of the issuer, or who serves 

in an advisory capacity to the issuer  

NO 

6 SCP is making a market in an equity or equity related security of the issuer  NO 

7 The analyst preparing this report received compensation based upon SCP's investment banking revenue for the issuer NO 

8 The analyst has conducted a site visit and has viewed a major facility or operation of the issuer  NO 

9 The analyst has been reimbursed for travel expenses for a site visit by the issuer  NO 
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5 As at the end of the month immediately preceding the date of issuance of the research report or the end of the second most recent month 

if the issue date is less than 10 calendar days after the end of the most recent month 

BUY: 26

HOLD: 0

SELL: 0

UNDER REVIEW: 0

TENDER: 1

NOT RATED: 0

TOTAL 27

Summary of Recommendations as of November 2020




